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GUARANTEED TRAINING ENLISTMENT AGREEMENT
NON-PRIOR SERVICE - UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
ANNEX 
TO DD FORM 4
(See instructions on reverse)
SECTION I
 TERMS OF ENLISTMENT AGREEMENT
A
.  FOUR-YEAR ENLISTMENT.  I am enlisting in the Regular Air Force in the pay grade
B.  SIX-YEAR ENLISTMENT.  I am enlisting in the Regular Air Force in the pay grade
program, any enlistment bonus programs available, and decline the option or it is not available for my enlistment. 
for FOUR years of active duty.  I have been counseled on my 
for SIX years of active duty.  I have been counseled on my enlistment
enlistment grade entitlement and have no claim to a higher grade.  I understand my date of rank (DOR) is my date of Regular Air Force enlistment.  I may not apply
for retraining into another Air Force Specialty (AFS) until I have completed 35 months service.  Additionally, I have been counseled on the six-year enlistment 
entitlement and have no claim to a higher grade.  I understand my DOR is my date of Regular Air Force enlistment.  If enlisting in pay grade E-1 or E-2, I also
understand I will be promoted to the pay grade of E-3 upon completion of technical training or completion of 20 weeks of technical training, whichever occurs first.  I 
understand my DOR for A1C will then be adjusted to the date I completed Basic Military Training without back pay and allowances.  I further understand, MY TERM
OF ENLISTMENT WILL NOT BE REDUCED IF I AM RECLASSIFIED INTO ANOTHER AFS.  Additionally, I understand that I may not apply for retraining into 
C.  GUARANTEED TRAINING ENLISTMENT PROGRAM (GTEP).  I am guaranteed training and a first regular assignment in AFS
.  I understand "first regular
following conditions apply:
be voided.
1.  I will receive additional screening:  medical, moral, background, etc., during and after Basic Military Training (BMT) which may affect my qualifications for the
unable to complete initial skill-level training as scheduled (based upon my actual date of entry), this enlistment agreement as it pertains to my AFS guarantee 
4.  My Guaranteed Training Enlistment Agreement is contingent upon my on-time completion of my initial skills training (award of AFS).  If for any reason I am
5.  If I fail to complete training because of ACADEMIC DEFICIENCY, MISCONDUCT, DISQUALIFICATIONS I HAVE CONCEALED, OR OTHER ACTIONS FOR 
specialty, I must notify my squadron commander in writing within 30 days of discovery or I waive the option to choose another specialty or request separation
6.  If prior to award of the apprentice skill level in my guaranteed AFS, I discover any failure by the Air Force to honor its agreement concerning my guaranteed 
7.  My failure to maintain Air Force standards, or to perform assigned duties (including, but not limited to; security, firing of weapons, or operations) will result in 
and preferences will be considered in the decision.  If reclassified, I will complete my enlistment in the new AFS.
2.  If I am disqualified from my selected AFS through no fault of my own based on additional screening, I may be involuntarily discharged from the Air Force or
A
ir Force and my guaranteed specialty.
another AFS until I have completed 59 months service.
will be based on the needs of the Air Force.
In that event, I may be 
the 
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PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
A
UTHORITY:  10 U.S.C.; Chapter 31, Enlistments; AFI 36-2002, Enlisted Accessions; AFI 36-2013, Officer Training School (OTS) and Enlisted Commissioning
assignment" refers to the first duty location after completion of technical training.  I  have read my computer reservation agreement printout or a description of the 
retain me in my guaranteed AFS for my complete enlistment, but the Air Force needs come first.  In the event of mission changes, Air Force-wide conversion in my 
PURPOSE:  To determine enlistment eligibility or process qualified applicants; classification and assignment actions after enlistment.
therein may specifically be disclosed outside the DoD as a routine use pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(b)(3).  DoD 'Blanket Routine Uses' published at the beginning of
the Air Force's compilation of system of records notices apply.
ROUTINE USES:  In addition to those disclosures generally permitted under 5 U.S.C. 552a(b) of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, these records contained
typical duties in the above AFS and I understand I can be assigned to any or all of the tasks within the AFS.  I further understand the intent of the Air Force is to 
A
FS, my disqualification from my AFS at any time, or other Air Force requirements, the Air Force cannot guarantee tenure in my AFS.  Additionally, I understand 
reclassified into another AFS based on the needs of the Air Force.  My aptitiude scores and preferences will be considered in the reclassification decision.  If
reclassified, I may choose to (a) complete my enlistment in another available AFS for which I am qualified, or (b) request separation from the Air Force.
3.  My Guaranteed Training Enlistment Agreement is contingent upon my on-time completion of BMT.  If for any reason I am unable to graduate BMT as 
scheduled (based upon my actual date of entry), this enlistment agreement as it pertains to my AFS guarantee may 
involuntarily discharged  from the Air Force, or reclassifed into another AFS based on the needs of the Air Force, although my aptitude scores and preferences
will be considered.  If reclassified, I will complete my enlistment in another available AFS for which I am qualified.  I may request separation; however, approval
may 
In that event I may be involuntarily discharged or reclassified into another AFS based on the needs of the Air Force.  Again, my aptitude scores 
be voided.
WHICH I AM RESPONSIBLE, I will have voided this enlistment agreement as it pertains to my AFS guarantee.  In that event I may be involuntarily discharged or 
reclassified into another AFS based on the needs of the Air Force.  Again, my aptitude and preferences will be considered in the decision.  If reclassified, I will 
complete my enlistment in the new AFS.
under this agreement.
performing.
my involuntary discharge or other appropriate actions.  I also understand I may be required to bear arms and fire weapons, regardless of the AFS I am 
D.  REMARKS:
PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE
PRIVACY ACT INFORMATION:  The information in this form is
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY.  Protect IAW the Privacy Act of 1974.
(
)
(
)
(
)
Programs (ECPS); Executive Order 9397 (SSN), as amended.
DISCLOSURE:  Voluntary.  However failure to funish personal identification information may negate the enlistment/commissioning application.
SORN(s):  F036 AF PC H, Air Force Enlistment/Commissioning Records System.
COMPLETION INSTRUCTIONS
Indicate appropriate Annex to DD Form 4 on top of form.  Air Force representative lines out non-applicable paragraphs and
completes blank spaces in applicable paragraphs.  Use AF Form 3008 only if additional agreements or remarks are required, and annotate applicable
General Instructions:
Section I.
Section II.
Section III.
paragraphs from AF Form 3008 in Paragraph E, Remarks.  Applicant initials after each applicable paragraph and signs in appropriate block.
Ensure all blanks are filled in as follows:
the basic training film, and the following additional film(s):
Paragraph A.  Complete for four-year enlistee.
Paragraph B.  Complete for six-year enlistee.
Paragraph C.  Enter AFSC and Air Force Specialty.
1.  If applicant has supplemental agreement(s) on AF Form 3008, enter:
2.  If applicant is not DEP eligible or does not enter DEP in the time frame specified by the USAFRS within receipt of job reservation, enter:
4.  If applicant is entering an AFSC authorized an Enlistment Bonus option and declines the option, enter:
5.  Refer to appropriate directives for any additional remarks.
3.  If this form supersedes a previous form, enter:
Paragraph D.  Enter remarks, date remarks were added, and have applicant initial after remarks, or enter "none" and have applicant initial.  Use AF
Fill in numeric number for pay grade authorized, either 1, 2, or 3.  DO NOT ENTER RANK.
Fill in numeric number for pay grade authorized, either 1, 2, or 3.  DO NOT ENTER RANK.
Form 3008 as required for additional remarks.  The following are mandatory remarks, as applicable:
"AF Form 3008, paragraph(s)
"I accept the terms of my enlistment agreement."
"This form supersedes AF Form 3005 (or 3007), dated (enter date)."  Additionally, void the superseded form by crossing through the 
"I was counseled on the Enlistment Bonus option and decline the option."  (Date and applicant initials.)
agreement and writing "VOID" across the face of the form with signature of Air Force representative and date voided.  The new agreement
(Signature and Date.)
and
, supplements this enlistment agreement".
will be annex "A" if original was "C" and "B" if original was "A" (if originals were "A" and "B" then use "C" and "D").  When more than one
agreement is void, retain only the original enlistment document voided and include a short memo for record on the new agreement of all
voided agreements.  Ensure the following information is provided in the memo:  (Form number, date signed, date agreement was voided and
reason for change).
Include any designations of applicant's name such as JR., III, etc.  Ensure applicant's initials are in appropriate paragraphs in Section I
and II and applicant signs document on date of enlistment (DEP or Reg AF).
USAF Representative ensures applicant has initialed in applicable paragraphs and witnesses applicant's signature.  Ensure appropriate
waivers or source documents have been obtained before signing document.
SECTION III 
VERIFICATION BY USAF REPRESENTATIVE
On the date of applicant's enlistment, I discussed each applicable entry on this Form with the applicant.  I have personally verified enlistee meets the requirements
for enlistment options chosen.
DATE
NAME AND GRADE OF USAF REPRESENTATIVE
SIGNATURE OF REPRESENTATIVE
SECTION II
ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND REVIEW ON DATE OF ENLISTMENT
This is my official agreement with the U.S. Air Force, and it lists all promises guaranteed to me by any Air Force representative in regard to enlistment grade, job
training, assignments, future promotions, and all other personnel actions.  On the day of my enlistment and prior to taking the oath of enlistment, I have carefully
reviewed this Form and all other documents.  I fully understand that ANY PROMISE MADE BY ANYONE (ORAL OR WRITTEN) TO ME THAT IS NOT IDENTIFIED ON
THIS FORM WILL NOT BE HONORED BY THE AIR FORCE.  My initials in paragraphs that apply to me and my signature below constitute my UNDERSTANDING AND
A
CCEPTANCE OF THIS ENLISTMENT AGREEMENT.
DATE
 NAME
(Last, First, Middle Initial)
SSN 
SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT
PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE
PRIVACY ACT INFORMATION:  The information in this form is
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY.  Protect IAW the Privacy Act of 1974.
E.  APPLICANT INFORMATION.  I understand that leave is granted during training status only for emergencies.  If I am a non-US citizen I must attain US citizenship to
be eligible for reenlistment in the Air Force.  I understand I cannot apply for any pre-commissioning or commissioning program until I have served at least one year
on active duty.  Furthermore, I understand if I receive an initial enlistment bonus, I am ineligible to apply for these programs until I have completed at least half of my
initial term of enlistment.  I am obligated to be available for duty 24 hours per day, seven days a week regardless of religious obligations or practices.  I further
understand accommodation of worship or other unique religious practices, such as waiver of immunizations or medical treatment, dietary laws, or wear of particular
religious garb, cannot be guaranteed at all times, but will depend on military necessity.  I also understand my Home of Record and Place of Enlistment as recorded 
cannot be changed while I am in the Air Force.  I have been briefed on my responsibility to participate in the Air Force Direct Deposit Program.  I have seen the basic 
(
)
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